PRESS RELEASE:

Fund Singapore Announces Matthias Yeo as Chief Innovation Officer
SINGAPORE, June 18, 2018 – Fund Singapore Pte. Ltd., an MAS regulated financial
institution, is pleased to announce Matthias Yeo has been appointed Chief Innovation Officer
and Board Advisor.
Mr. Yeo joins Fund Singapore following 4 years at Symantec Corporation where he was the
Chief Technology Officer (CTO) for APAC. During his tenure with Symantec, he played a
leading role in driving the organization’s solution strategy and technology vision throughout
Asia Pacific. He serves as a trusted advisor in the area of governance to senior executives and
in strategizing and improving the overall security postures for their organization. Prior to his
role at Symantec, Matthias was former CTO of Blue Coat Security Systems until it was
acquired by Symantec in 2016.
“I am pleased to have Matthias on board with Fund Singapore. The timing of his joining us
could not have been more perfect given that we have expanded across Asia Pacific. Matthias’
skills and experience will enable us to bring about synergistic value across our operations in
Singapore, Japan, Australia and soon to be China” comments Lester Chan, CEO of Fund
Singapore and Chairman of Fund Asia.
Fund Singapore is working on building a unified technology platform that will seamlessly
connect its entities’ operations in Asia. Matthias will be looking into the development of our
innovation arm using artificial intelligence and blockchain to bring this synthesis to life. Fund
Singapore is in the midst of establishing an innovation hub in Japan that will be crucial in
furthering our expansion into Asia.
Fund Singapore, the flagship entity of Fund Asia, is currently one of the prominent
crowdfunding platform in Asia Pacific.

About Fund Singapore:
Fund Singapore is Singapore’s premier equity and lending-based crowdfunding platform with
a Capital Market Services (CMS) license awarded by the MAS. To date, we are uniquely
positioned to offer both equity and debt securities to institutional, accredited and retail
investors.
Fund Singapore adopts stringent measures to be one of the most secured platforms in
Singapore. With technological innovation forming the cornerstone of what we do, Fund
Singapore is able to augment the financial services industry by marrying funds more effectively
between investors and local credit-worthy companies.
For more information on what we do, or to register as an investor – visit
www.fundsingapore.com.sg/
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